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7th Sunday of Ordinary Time. 02/20/2022 

Love your enemies and do good to those who hate you. 

This is a challenging teaching of Jesus. It can be hard 

sometimes to love our friends, and we are asked to love 

our enemies? Is it realistic? And as we think more about it, 

is it even the right thing? Doesn’t it go against justice? 

<David and Saul> 

Our first reading is a story of enemies: Saul and David. 

Here is the background. Saul was anointed the first king of 

Israel, and David was serving in the army. Through his 

success in battle, David started raising in prominence and 

became well known to the people of Israel. One day, when 

the army was returning from battle, the people received 

them singing “Saul has killed thousands and David tens of 
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thousands”. This song did not sit well with the king, who 

suddenly saw an enemy in David. Not that David had done 

anything against the king, but enemies sometimes are 

made in this way. And king Saul decided to kill David. 

In our reading, Saul has gone in search of David with three 

thousand soldiers. One night, David sneaks into the king’s 

camp without being seen, and he goes all the way to the 

place where king Saul is sleeping. In that moment David 

could kill Saul and end his persecution, but he would not 

touch Saul. Saul is the anointed of the Lord and that gives 

him a special dignity that remains despite his unjust 

behavior. Instead, David takes the king’s spear and water 

jug and leaves the camp. These objects would be proof 

that he had the opportunity to kill his persecutor but did 

not. David then calls from afar, showing Saul that he 
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wishes no evil and questioning Saul’s behavior against him. 

This puts an end to Saul’s persecution of David, and they 

never meet again. 

<Cycle of violence and retaliation> 

Aggression and retaliation create a cycle that has no 

natural break. We see it play out among small children, 

great nations and everything in between [Fr Phil]. Each 

step is taken in the name of justice, to get satisfaction for 

an offense received, to repay the evil committed. I sure 

have the right to get even when something is done against 

me, don’t I? But when we look at the chain that is formed, 

we realize that the chain of aggression doesn’t stop but it 

becomes stronger, and it binds people. Peace and healing 

come only through reconciliation, which starts deep in the 
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heart, with difficulty, with a giving up of real or imagined 

rights to retaliate. 

Does that mean we give up on justice? No. As Christians 

we are called to work against all forms of injustice. A look 

at Catholic Social Teaching makes this very clear.  

<Our enemy is a child of God> 

How do we put the two together then, work for justice, 

and love of enemy? In our actions, we need to keep in 

mind that the person on the other side is made in the 

image and likeness of God, precious in his eyes, with a 

vocation to eternal life. David did not kill Saul because Saul 

was the anointed of God, and that gave him a special 

dignity. Human dignity is never lost regardless of what one 

has done or failed to do. God searches out to rescue, to 
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save each man and woman, including this enemy of mine, 

and that is what really matters. There will be great joy in 

heaven when the heart of my enemy is filled with the love 

of God. And whatever I can do to bring that moment 

closer has an immense value, and my service will be repaid 

generously. That is why I ought to love my enemy, because 

God thirsts for that soul. 

Knowing this reality doesn’t make things easy in practice, 

because we feel the constant pull to get even on offences 

real or imaginary. We need to ask for the grace of God to 

live the teachings of Jesus. Let us make sure to practice 

these teachings starting with the people we see every day, 

in the frictions of daily life, paying attention to the time 

when we suddenly see an enemy in them and refusing to 

act in a non-loving way. 
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We will soon approach the just judge, Jesus, in Holy 

Communion. He has the final word in resolving all conflict. 

Let us bring to him our grievances, especially on those 

situations in which we feel uncapable of forgiving, asking 

him to heal our hearts from resentment and to grant us 

the freedom to love as children of God. 

--------------------------------- 

“Lord, you are the just judge. You take care of it.” 


